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The rebels have been disbanded, their plans ruined. Betrayed by those she trusted most, Skylar

finds herself herded, along with a small group of Earthlings, into a living museumâ€”a human

zooâ€”on the Kemyatesâ€™ space station, subject to her captorsâ€™ every whim. Any move Skylar

makes could result in the extinction of her peopleâ€”but giving in means losing any hope of

freedom.Meanwhile, Win returns home and evades punishment by pretending to be loyal to Kemya.

But he canâ€™t bear knowing that Skylar is imprisoned or watch his fellow Kemyates swallow the

Councilâ€™s lies about Earth. He must bring the truth to the Kemyate public and see the Earthlings

freedâ€”even if it means openly challenging his worldâ€™s rulers.In this final book of the

action-packed Earth & Sky trilogy, neither Skylar nor Win knows they are about to uncover an even

deeper conspiracyâ€”one that could push the future theyâ€™re fighting for completely out of reach.
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I didn't have great expectations as I started this trilogy, but found myself drawn into the story very



quickly. These books are great for teen-agers and more mature readers who don't like unnecessary

sex scenes, violence, or swearing, but enjoy action and adventure with a sci-Fi basis and a touch of

romance. I feel that each book got better than the last, and there were some real surprises thrown in

that made the story unpredictable but even more believable since real life does not always have

happy endings. I really enjoyed the series and should the author decide to continue the story of the

characters in their new setting, I'd love to read it too.

This and the other 2 books in the series awesome. When I first started reading the first book I

thought it was good and more than I expected that 11, 12 and 13 year olds could be so resourceful,

but before that book was over and this book as well as the third it was edge of your seat stuff. It turn

out to be one of the best series I've ever read .

I enjoyed the characters, and the variety of viewpoints, as well as the consideration of people

making their own choices.

Awesome! My review of this series, including this book will be on my blog:

infinitebookreviews.wordpress.com

*****SPOILER ALERT****While I enjoyed the series as a whole, I do feel as though the end could

have used the 5-year epilogue just to tie things down besides just "walking off a space ship &

feeling the breeze on my face" ending we got. Now don't get me wrong, there were a lot of twists

and turns and even some parts just seemed a bit over explained. I just could of used that, we made

it & built this ending...

Loved it!

Earth is destroyed at the end of book two (I guess I am too much of an earthling to ever enjoy a

book after that happens) and things get worse before they get better. The ending was upbeat and I

enjoyed the characters of Skylar, Win and Jule. Thlo/Ibtep was so wooden to the point of being

boring.Earth & Sky (The Earth & Sky Trilogy)17 year old Skylar has been haunted for as long as she

can remember by fleeting yet powerful sensations that something is horribly wrong. But despite the

visions of disaster that torment her, nothing ever happens, and SkyÃ¢Â€Â™s beginning to think

sheÃ¢Â€Â™s crazy. Then she meets a mysterious, otherworldly boy named Win and discovers the



shocking truth her premonitions have tapped into: that our world no longer belongs to us. For

thousands of years, life on Earth has been at the mercy of alien scientists who care nothing for

humans and are using us as the unwitting subjects of their time-manipulating experiments. Win

belongs to a rebel faction seeking to put a stop to it, and he needs SkylarÃ¢Â€Â™s help to save the

world and keep the very fabric of reality together. A mind-bending journey through time with a cast

of unforgettable characters.The Clouded Sky (The Earth & Sky Trilogy)Â Skylar escapes the

time-bending Enforcers who secretly control Earth, her troubles have just begun. She and her friend

Win take refuge on WinÃ¢Â€Â™s home space station with his fellow rebels, but the fate of

SkylarÃ¢Â€Â™s planet still spins out of her control. To avoid detection, Skylar poses as the

Earthling Ã¢Â€ÂœpetÃ¢Â€Â• of WinÃ¢Â€Â™s rival, an arrogant boy named Jule. Homesick and

faced with a cool reception from the other rebels, she throws herself into the groupÃ¢Â€Â™s

mission: assembling a weapon to disable EarthÃ¢Â€Â™s restrictive time field. Gradually,

SkylarÃ¢Â€Â™s skill for detail gains respectÃ¢Â€Â”even from Jule, who is more vulnerable than he

lets on. Yet challenges spring from every side. Not only must Sky navigate the muddy waters of

romance, but suspicions of betrayal grow among the rebels as their work narrowly misses sabotage.

Skylar must expose a traitor before time runs out and Earth is destroyed.

A Sky Unbrokenby Megan CreweThe council has devastated Earth in an attempt to change the path

of the Kemya. The division form Earth has disposed the Pets and Earth Zoo display of not only their

own time, but their entire world. Sky has been surprised with 30 people from her home town,

including her parents. Jule's last gift after he figured out he was caught in his betrayal. This

devastation is not the only supersize in this action packed final of a dramatic imaginative series.The

theme and ideas held with in the pages begin with the idea that our differences do not define how

we live our lives and overcome our difficulties resonates through out the story. This is a great book

for middle school students just learning that they can have a say in how the world is directed. The

book focuses on how protests that are peaceful are beneficial, where violence has repercussions

they could never expect, its a thought process that is difficult to discuss. The book brings a dramatic

and impact idea of how we value each other.
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